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Credentials: Perilous Enquiries

By Anthony Shell

July 2022

The historical context to this report is this: it was from circa 2002 that I began taking a serious interest in
the threats to the survival of indigenous / native peoples (of all peoples, globally) due to the demands of
totalitarian, global industrialism and cultural fascism (anti – conservationist / localism / nativist). At the time,
this interest was reflected in my observations, published in the ‘letters’ pages of numerous major UK
newspapers and magazines, regarding environmental, ecological, industrial, and socio-cultural issues.

1

An important consequence of my concerns regarding such matters was my work on a book to provide
extensive analysis of the above, using both my own observations / analysis and the observations / analysis
of a great number of other researchers and writers. The book was finally published in early 2004.

2

This led to my choosing to do extensive, independent, ‘deep’ research into political / ideological extremism
(of both the far-right and far-left varieties) of ‘The West’. My motivation (for persevering with such work)
included finding evidence for – and, in particular, the manner of the denial of – a complicit intention within
elements of the UK State ‘authorities’ for the eventual replacement of the ‘native English people’.

3 4

In May 2006 I had a letter published by a regional UK newspaper in which I asked (perhaps, rather
unwisely) the following: “Why, in particular, is the root cause of the Palestinian intifada not admitted? This
calamitous situation (for all concerned) is the direct result of mass settler immigration (of economic
migrants and refugees) into a land already occupied by an indigenous ethnic population - and the resulting
loss to those people of effective control of their homeland. The conflict in Israel-Palestine has particular
relevance to the indigenous people within the UK – many Britons are now fearing a similar future.”

5

1

For example, the letters pages of: The Economist, August 12th 2000; The Times, 29th May 2002; The Times, June 7th 2002; The
Financial Times, 23rd October 2002; The Guardian Weekend, 26th June 2004

2

‘Middan-Geard – A Sustainable Indigenous Culture For The Post-Industrial Age, Tony Shell, Able Publishing, Knebworth, 2004

3

Article 8(1) : “Indigenous peoples and individuals have the right not to be subject to forced assimilation or destruction of their
culture.”; Article 9 : “Indigenous peoples and individuals have the right to belong to an indigenous community or nation, in
accordance with the traditions and customs of the community or nation concerned … no discrimination of any kind may arise from
the exercise of such a right”; Article 26(1) : “Indigenous peoples have the right to own, use, develop and control the lands,
territories and resources that they possess by reason of traditional ownership or other traditional occupation or use, as well as
those which they have otherwise acquired.” Source: UN General Assembly, Declaration on The Rights of Indigenous Peoples, 7th
September 2007, ref. A/61/L.67

4

‘Elimination’ as in:“More often it [genocide] refers to a coordinated plan aimed at destruction of the essential foundations of the
life of national groups so that these groups wither and die like plants that have suffered a blight. The end may be accomplished by
the forced disintegration of political and social institutions, of the culture of the people, of their language, their national feelings
and their religion. It may be accomplished by wiping out all basis of personal security, liberty, health and dignity.” Source:
‘Genocide – A Modern Crime’, by Dr. Raphael Lemkin, Free World magazine, Vol.4, April 1945, pages 39-43

5

Tony Shell, Letters, The Western Morning News, 16th May 2006
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It was clearly as a result of my work, as outlined above, that throughout that period (2005-2006) I was
subjected to extraordinary levels of attention by persons / groups with very malign purpose – including: of
being subjected to a campaign of extremely abusive, anonymous, mobile phone calls; of having my mail
(post) brazenly opened (and presumably read); and of copies of my book, then being displayed on the
shelves of a number of high street book shops, being crudely vandalised (to be made un-saleable).
However, undaunted, I persevered with my research efforts.
In my brief exploratory journey through the British National Party (BNP) I found almost zero evidence of a
far right / fascistic ideology within the grass roots membership. Rather, the prevailing preference appeared
to have been toward the defense (and the maintenance) of a conservative, traditionalist social community.
However, at the upper-tier of that organization, it was very evident that there were substantial efforts to
introduce into the BNP – from the USA – a (very) far right, white-identity, authoritarian agenda. Therefore,
in June 2006, I decided to make an exception to my own strict rule of non-intervention into such matters
and blocked the import of a top US ‘activist’ (George KADAR, a writer for the Washington based American
6

Free Press). It was very apparent (to me) that that particular nonsense was intended for the purpose of
connecting the BNP membership to the supposed ‘enemies of the USA’ (and specifically to Iran).
In late August 2006 I had a meeting with a young lady working as an NGO / DCC police liaison officer.

7

Importantly, during our conversation, she alerted me to the UK State’s determination to destroy the life
anyone attempting to investigate (and make public) the UK State’s complicity in the widespread, organized
grooming / pimping / violent sexual abuse of girls and young women, in Northern England.

8 9

Just a couple of weeks later I was astonished to find myself being invited to a 2-day ‘workshop’, sponsored
by the British National Party (BNP). The purpose (ostensibly) was to discuss matters concerning possible
ways to achieve UK eco-friendly, economic self-sufficiency, and sustainable developments. However, such
was the utter weirdness of that ‘workshop’ – and suspecting an intended, very nasty, entrapment operation
was planned (and heeding that lady’s warning) – I left before the end of the first day.
During the period from late-2007 to mid-2008 further State malfeasance culminated in my being sent a
large set of Regional Intelligence Cells / Special Branch (RICs / SB) police surveillance documents.
Those documents ostensibly identified a number of prominent UK Muslim individuals as being of special
interest to the UK State counter-terrorism agencies. Evidently the hope was that I would publically identify
those (actually, innocent) individuals as being covert Islamist terrorist leaders – with, as a consequence, of

6

And yes, I have the full email correspondence (with numerous people) relating specifically to that matter – including my very
important email of the 25th June 2007.

7

At the ‘Ha Ha’ Restaurant, in central Plymouth

8

She specifically referred to the ‘grass roots’, working-class movement Mothers Against Paedophiles (MAP)

9

The movement Mothers Against Paedophiles (MAP) was formed in the town of Keithley circa 2004 by local people, specifically
for the purpose of protecting young woman/girls against exploitation by the local Muslim pimping gangs. It was immediately
subjected to extreme vilification by local, mainstream politicians, and by ‘community organizers’.
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providing the basis for my being portrayed as a lying, racist hatemonger, and (in all likelihood) of my being
subject to punitive civil and criminal actions in law (as well as the possibility of violent assaults).
However, whilst I easily avoided that grotesque entrapment attempt, several years were to pass before I
was able (through my contacts with the DCC Major Crime Investigation Team, Ashburton, Devon) to fully
identify and authenticate the particularities of that deliberate, criminal act of UK State malfeasance.
From circa 2009, and onwards, my research included some important retrospective work – looking back to
the late 1990s. That research concerned two particular events, both within Scotland: (1) the Operation
th

Planet scandal (of circa 1990-1991); and (2) the horrific Dunblane Massacre (of the 13 March 1996).
In that work I exposed: (1) the way in which powerful elements within the Judiciary / Crown Office of
Scotland conspired to effectively protect the (then) rapidly growing ‘rent boys’ industry within central
Edinburgh (i.e. child-sexual exploitation and trafficking by organized paedophilic groups); and (2), the
manner in which the Judiciary / Crown Office / Procurator Fiscal Office / Legal Establishment of Scotland
engaged in obfuscation, deceit, misdirection and serious misconduct in the course of the post-atrocity
Cullen Inquiry (the ‘independent State investigation’ of the mass child-killer Thomas HAMILTON). 10 11
Much of my research, regarding UK State complicity in the abuse and exploitation of young children, was
largely as a result of my conversations with the lady NGO/DCC police liaison officer, in the summer of
2006. As a consequence, this had therefore triggered my interest in the problematic (highly inappropriate,
possibly unlawful) behaviour of various UK State NGOs and registered charities.
th

In that regard, in the 4 February 2009 I wrote to the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) to request (in part)
that they launch a criminal investigation into Searchlight Educational Trust (SET, forerunner of Hope Not
Hate / HNH Charitable Trust), saying: “The crux of the complaint is that money, donated by members of
the public for the particular purpose of helping ‘sick and disabled children’, is being misappropriated for
other purposes. The complaint concerns allegations of intentional criminal deception. … .”
This request (to the MPS, New Scotland Yard, London) was as a result of some twelve months of
research.

12

It was a matter of considerable concern to me – given that it was in regard to my growing

suspicions of possible malfeasance in the fundraising for the care to sick, disabled and terminally ill
children (including the provision of their hospice care, and of support to those children’s parents).
th

On the 25 March 2009 the Metropolitan Police Service finally replied to my enquiry. The MPS refused to
undertake any investigation of PGMT and HNH, whatsoever – implying (in its opinion) that, regardless of
how a charity solicited money from the public (i.e. PGMT), that the charity (or any other charity) was free to

10

‘The Abuse of Children and Childhood – As Sanctioned By The Crown Office of Scotland’, by Tony Shell, 11th March 2012,
reference special_projects_judiciary.pdf. First published by the UK Column newspaper under the title ‘Operation Planet, Abuse of
Justice & The Crown Office of Scotland’, March 2012, page 3

11

The Dunblane Massacre – Crown Office Obstruction and Disinformation’, by Tony Shell, 29th March 2012, reference
special_projects_dunblane.pdf. First published under that same title by the UK Column newspaper, May 2012, pages 18 to 19. This
includes an examination of evidence of the ‘coaching’ of an important witness to the Inquiry so as to give false testimony – a
criminal offence of an incitement to perjury.

12

Mostly through use of Internet searches, Charity Commission records (accounts) and British Library searches.
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use that money for whatever purpose it thought fit (however, not actually true).

13

The apparent charity ‘irregularities’ remained a matter that I felt especially incensed about. I was in no
doubt that members of the public were donating money to a charitable trust, believing that all of the money
would be used to help children who were seriously (often terminally) ill. I found it appalling that there was
substantive evidence that those donations might have been passed on (and accepted) by an organization
involved in radical political advocacy work (i.e. the Searchlight / Hope Not Hate / HNH organization).
th

Just two weeks later, on the 8 April 2009, Hope Not Hate targeted me with an especially nasty article,
with (seemingly) the purpose of putting me in the ‘cross-hairs’ of the notoriously violent, hard-left fascist
group (Anti-Fascist Action, AFA).

14

Bizarrely, that article falsely linked me to the anonymous creation of a

fake RealAFA.org website. Notably, the article was therefore written less than 2 weeks after the final
Metropolitan Police response to my original complaint against SET / HNH (see attached document scans).
Therefore, my assumption was that the RealAFA.org website was actually created by someone either
within Hope Not Hate, or closely allied to it, after somehow learning of my request to the police (the MPS,
London) for a criminal investigation into the funding of Hope Not Hate / HNH.

15

Analysis of the realAFA@hotmail message (that re-directed to the realAFA.org website) – and as
reproduced on the DemocracyForum.co.uk Internet forum – revealed a source for that email to have had
an origin in Dallas, Texas, USA.

16

So (again) there was the strange US connection.

That attack against me (by Hope Not Hate, under SET Direction) was made under the sub-heading
“Celebrating Modern Britain – Exposing The Extremism Behind The BNP” – which was absurdly ironic,
given that that was precisely what I had been doing for some five years, when Hope Not Hate launched
that ignorant, fabricated, and untrue (and highly defamatory) assault upon my character. And, of course,
SET / HNH never, ever attempted to contact me for comment and/or to provide refutation, regarding its
odious comments and the claims made against my character or alleged behaviour.
It can be seen that that Hope Not Hate article (and presumably the supposed evidence behind it) was very
cleverly put together – and clearly involved some superficial research and technical preparation. The
reference to my being a “green anarchist” was seemingly to my 2004 book – although

HNH didn’t

acknowledge that that reference (to my book) actually showed my conservative, anti-fascist credentials.

17

Unfortunately a couple of weeks after those events a serious breakdown in my health (a heart attack /
seizure) considerably limited my research efforts. There followed frequent hospital visits.

13

Response from The Metropolitan Police Service, Fraud Squad, Public Sector Unit, New Scotland Yard, 25th March 2009 – MPS
reference No 2009020007177

14

‘BNP's fake AFA email is tribute to HOPE not Hate's success’, Hope not Hate / Searchlight, Sonia Gable, 8th April 2009

15

Notably, the Hope Not Hate article makes very specific references to way the organization uses the funding it receives – but not to
the source(s) of funding, and how such funding is solicited.

16

‘This is a larf’, Democracy Forum, source: http://www.democracyforum.co.uk/british-government/59433-larf.html.

17

‘Middan-Geard – A Sustainable Indigenous Culture For The Post-Industrial Age, Tony Shell, Able Publishing, Knebworth, 2004
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However, I was still able to continue doing some useful work. Therefore, on the 6

th

November 2009, I

emailed all major mainstream UK newspapers, saying: “There are two worrying questions that I feel ought
be asked: (1) what has Searchlight [Educational Trust, progenitor of Hope Not Hate Trust] done with the
£14,700 of charity money that should have been used to help sick, disabled and terminally-ill children; and
(2) are the national newspapers (especially newspapers that use Searchlight as a 'source') concerned
enough to find out?”

18 19

My (admittedly, rather naïve) hope was that those national newspapers would be

concerned, and would properly respond to my email, and would launch investigations of their own.
I used a personal email address (no longer used) that included, in its prefix, my actual name.
Unsurprisingly I never received any responses, whatsoever, from any of those mainstream newspapers.
However, three weeks later (on the 2

nd

December 2009, at 07:09 hours) I received, on my research email

address (also no longer used) a message, titled ‘support the fascist organization!’ containing the most
stomach turning, psychopathically murderous, and racist text imaginable. I had never, ever received
material of such disturbingly evil, and cruelly inhuman content before – nor (thankfully) since.
Much of that shockingly violent, extremely depraved narrative (as contained within that email) – that was
also exported from the USA – was attempting to portray such extreme, murderous racism, sexual
perversion, and sexual violence, as being consistent with, and intrinsic to, the core nature and values of
(all) native European people (and, especially, of the native English and native Russian people).
Although that extremely sick malfeasance was scripted very crudely (in a carefully concocted, mock, ‘bad
English’ script), it was quite obviously not the work of amateurs. It was, in fact, a very sophisticated (a
pastiche of a so called ‘Joe Job’) cyber attack that seemingly used the name (and email server address)
of a bona fide UK company – Commendium Ltd. – that (I was later to discover) was then based at the
Skirsgill Business Park in the small town of Penrith, in Cumbria, in the north of England.

20

My subsequent investigations into that company found it to be it a legitimate engineering company with no
connections to, or advocacy for, any political ideology or criminal activities, whatsoever. Indeed, that
company would appear to have been (and is) an exemplary example of a small, entrepreneurial, business.
I was clearly being threatened that just such an attack could also be targeted against my own business /
research website, so as to destroy my personal and professional reputation, my important research
contacts, and my future business aspirations – to effectively and irrevocably destroy my livelihood and life.
Analysis of that extremely sick email shows it to have also been sent from the USA (Tallahassee, Florida)
– and sent by those engaged in promulgating a false narrative (that a widespread, murderous neo-Nazi
subculture was supposedly emerging within Russia, with specific references to the Dirkino.su / Dirkino.ru
social media platforms). Such particular nastiness had also been observed (and investigated) by others

18

Archived copy of an email sent on the 6th November 2009, at 14:25 hours GMT.

19

The UK newspapers that I emailed (to the Editors and the New Desks) were: The Times, The Sunday Times, The Telegraph, The
Observer, The Mail, The Mail On Sunday, The Express, and The Spectator.

20

However, analysis of that email (the meta-data) has indicated that the sender was based in Tallahassee, Florida.
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monitoring such perverse hatemongering: “Dirkino.ru as far as I could understand the Russian
presentation text, is a website devoted to paid film downloads and apparently has nothing to do with nazi
ideology spread … I have a reason to believe the spam sent in early November ‘advertizing’ this site has
been in fact a joe-job attempt. To discredit this site for something they did to/against the spammer(s)
responsible. Sample spam has been added to InboxRevenge forum joe-job thread”,

21

A scan of the raw text (including the meta-data) of that email is attached to this report.
This was therefore a disgustingly perverse attempt to frighten me into silence. However – and most
paradoxically – it was that incident that was to first alert me to the extreme, fabricated anti-Russia hate
narrative being promulgated by powerful elements within the US and UK Establishments (political, military
and corporate media) for the purpose of ‘influence and control’ of the European / UK population.
Over the next four years I therefore researched numerous cases of US-inspired, UK State malfeasance.
This included such things as: the UK State’s complicity in fomenting racist hate against the native (white)
UK population; the UK State’s enabling of organized (racist) sexual abuse and sexual exploitation of white
(native) girls and young women; and the UK State’s actions to ‘silence’ those who were deemed a threat to
the US and UK States’ support to a fascistic, global, open-ended, pro-war stratagem (so called ‘régime
change interventions).
That research was published as a number of separate articles by an independent UK-based newspaper,
between January 2010 and February 2014.

22

From 2014 to the present day (i.e. summer 2022) my research work has continued. That work has resulted
in some rather interesting and important discoveries – including (but not limited to) those summarized in
the following five paragraphs.
(1) The HNH ‘proxy’ stalking, fabricated stigmatization, and fear mongering, that it has directed against
vulnerable young woman. This has (seemingly) been for no good reason other than that they have
publically held (and expressed) conservative views, and have an effective entrepreneurial disposition.

23

(2) The activities of US citizen Rinaldo NAZZARO, in regard to his involvement in ‘influence and control’
psychological operations – and the gathering of intelligence on Russian weaponry and war-fighting
strategies – whilst working as a covert CIA operator attached to a US Army SFG in Afghanistan. Rinaldo

21

Source: McAfee SiteAdviser, September-December 2009

22

‘The Necessary Death Of Dr. David Kelly’, January 2010, pages 10 to 11; ‘The Security Services And Treason’, March 2010,
page 8; ‘Imposters, False Friends, Manipulators of The Counter-Jihad Movement’, Issue 1, 2011, pages 20 to 21; ‘Secret Report
Recommends Destroying English Common Law and UK Sovereignty’, Issue 2, 2011; ‘Dealing With Domestic Extremism’, Issue 2,
2011, page 13; ‘Institutionalised Extremism’, Issue 3, 2011, page 8; ‘State Instigated, False Flag Terrorism’, Issue 4, 2011, pages 16
to 17; ‘Operation Planet, Abuse Of Justice & The Crown Office Of Scotland’, March 2012, page 3; ‘MET Police Outsourcing
Security Policy Decisions To Un-Vetted University Group?’, March 2012, page 9; ‘Racism – Not Just The MET?’, May 2012,
pages 14 to 15; ‘The Dunblane Massacre – Crown Office Obstruction and Disinformation’, May 2012, pages 18 to 19; ‘The BBC –
Historic Propaganda Arm Of US/NATO Regime Change’, June 2012, pages 10 to 11; ‘Abdelbaset Al-Megrahi, Lockerbie – And
The Lies We Have Been Told’, June 2012, pages 19 to 21; ‘Britain’s Security Services: Just Compromised Or Home To Agent
Provocateurs?’, Issue 1, 2014, page 10; ‘The Ukrainian Context’, UK Column, Issue 2, 2014; ‘The Justice System and “No
Borders” Anarchism - In Common Purpose?’, Issue 2, 2014

23

www.darklake-synectics.co.uk/docs/anti-womanhood.pdf
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NAZZARO subsequently ‘turned rogue’, and (with his Russian wife and children) fled to Russia – after
which, on his own cognizance, NAZZARO proceeded to show (by example) how the US Government
(Washington DC) had been attempting to create a racist, neo-NAZI youth subculture, within Russia

24

(3) The seminal role of FBI covert operatives in the late 1990s / early 2000s, in the early radicalization of
UK citizen Tomas MAIR into an extreme, violent, neo NAZI ideology (re. the US based National Alliance).
Thomas MAIR would later go on to brutally murder UK Member of Parliament Jo COX, in 2016.

25

(4) The efforts by the US intelligence agencies (principally the CIA) to conceal their knowledge of the
activities of Anders BEHRING BREIVIK, prior to his mass slaughter in Oslo and Utøya in July 2011 – in
particular, the concealment of his extreme pro-Zionist / anti-Palestinian zealotry, and his support of the
extreme anti-Russia narratives then being strenuously propagated by US Government backed
organizations (principally in Washington DC).

26

(5) From 2014 and onward, the NATO use of its de facto (and very considerable) presence in Ukraine to
provide training, most specifically, for the US-installed (illegal) Ukrainian régime, in its war against the
ethnic Russian people of the Donetsk and the Luhansk regions of Eastern Ukraine – a war that involved
war crimes against those people, in that region. NATO (and the UK State, in particular) has, in its
execution of that ‘project’, formed very close working contacts with extensive, hard-right, neo-fascist, and
neo NAZI units, within the Ukrainian military and security forces.

END

27

(document/image scans attached)

24

www.darklake-synectics.co.uk/docs/bad_actors.pdf

25

www.darklake-synectics.co.uk/docs/bad_actors_2.pdf

26

www.darklake-synectics.co.uk/docs/bad_actors_3.pdf

27

www.darklake-synectics.co.uk/docs/USAwarUKR.pdf
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Exposing and avoiding the RICs hoax

An Ad-Hoc DCC Police ‘Thank You’
Independent Confirmation of Police Criminal Inquiry

Independent Confirmation Of Police Security Investigation
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Evidence of MPS / HNH collaborative malfeasance? – [1]

rd

3 April 2009

Being personally targeted by a UK State affiliate: disinformation, and outright falsehoods – March 2009
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Evidence of MPS / HNH collaborative malfeasance? – [2]
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And How I lost trust in UK mainstream media!

No response was ever received (from UK mainstream newspapers).

Response received from proxy-agency (actual USA origin, but masquerading as Eastern Europe and Russia)
Warning: VERY EXTREME CONTENT
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The Crude, Targeted Intimidation Tactics

Example of Very Specific, Targeted Intimidation (interference with my mail, made obvious) – June 2012
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